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between France and Germany might be frankly discussed, with Great
Britain and Italy, and perhaps the U.S.A.,1 acting as 'honest
brokers'. The French Government, however, were still opposed to
any idea of a four-Power or five-Power Conference, and it soon
became apparent that Signor Mussolini did not intend either to
break his rule of staying away from Geneva himself or to send a
special representative to meet the representatives of other Powers.
On the 8th March it was announced that neither Herr Hitler nor
Freiherr von Neurath, his Foreign Minister, could leave Berlin at
that moment.2 In the meantime it had been arranged that the British
Ministers should leave London on the 9th March and should discuss
the situation with members of the French Government in Paris on
their way to Geneva. Monsieur Paul-Boncour had returned to Paris
on the 5th March, and he was among the Ministers who accompanied
Monsieur Daladier at an interview with Mr. MacDonald and Sir
John Simon on the 10th March. The communique issued at the
close of the conversations stated that the exchange of views had
covered 'the main economic and political questions now calling for
attention. The urgency of the Geneva problem, especially in relation
to the actual European situation, was fully recognized by the Minis-
ters, who declared themselves determined to seek, in agreement with
the representatives of the other states, all means of safeguarding the
peace of the World.'
The European situation had, in fact, been growing more tense
since the British Prime Minister had taken his decision to go to
Geneva. French opinion was much disturbed at the German Govern-
ment's decree of the 24th February authorizing the enrolment as
auxiliary police of members of the Nazi Sturm Abteilungen (fS.A.3)
and of the Stahlhelm.3 By the 3rd March the enrolment of auxiliary
police was in full swing, and a few days later the worst fears of
Germany's neighbours appeared to be on the way to realization,
for on the 9th March a detachment of Nazis occupied the disused
barracks at Kehl, in the demilitarized zone on the right bank of the
Rhine. Both these developments were considered in France as
1 Towards the end of February, President-elect Roosevelt had asked Mr.
Norman Davis to continue to act as the leader of the American delegation
and to carry on the policy wMch had been pursued at the earlier session of the
Conference. In the first week of March, however, Mr. Davis was still in the
United States and had not yet received his final instructions from the new
President, and Mr. Gibson, who was leading the American delegation in Mr.
Davis's absence, had not taken a prominent part in the discussions.
3 This decision could be justified on internal grounds, since the new Govern-
ment was busily engaged in the task of consolidation (see pp. 143 segy. above).
3 See p. 145 above.

